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various microwave systems like microwave filters, couplers, power combiners/dividers and microwave amplifiers using microwave CAD tools. Such a kind of programs are necessary so as to bridge the impending gap between the academic syllabus and industrial practices by providing a hands on training of such methods.

**Course Content**

The Course would be focused on microwave CAD Design techniques, with emphasis on design of microwave passive and active devices, non linear design techniques, methodology for high power and oscillator design, microstrip analysis and implementation.

**Resource Persons**

Renowned faculty from IIT’s, Industry and leading academic institutions shall share their expertise in Microwave Design. Practical sessions / Industrial visits shall also feature interaction with experts in the area of Microwave research.

**Eligibility**

This Program is open to faculty members of Engineering Colleges (Polytechnic and Degree) from AICTE Approved Institutions. Total Number of Seats are 25, reserved as per the geographical location of the participants parent institute.

**Registration Fees**

Faculty (ISTE Members): Rs. 500*/-

Faculty (Non ISTE Members): Rs. 3500/- (Including Rs. 3000/- for Life Membership of ISTE and registration fees of Rs. 500*/-)

*The Registration Fee would be refunded to the candidates after successfully completing the course.

**All Participants would have to make their own arrangements for travel and accommodation. However, on prior request, the organisers would assist in finding accommodation, the cost of which would have to be borne by the participants. The participants would be reimbursed the accommodation cost as per ISTE guidelines. Working Lunch, Breakfast and Course material would be provided by the organisers.
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